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spaces and its linear counterparts. 
This paper gives a construction of a linear version of the boundedly controlled K-theory of 
spaces functor defined earlier by the author. For a controlled space (Z: p) this functor is 
coxtructed from the category of boundedly finitely generated free modules owr n( ;{). a 
aitable version of the c*ontrollecl f~tr~tlrrrmml grcmpoid of the space Z. The construction 
involves the machinery of boundedly controlled algebra and topology as developed by 
Anderson and Munkholm. A linearization map is constructed which relates bounded!>* con- 
trolled K-theory of spaces to the bounded K-theory of rings defined by Pcdersen and W&be!. 
Certain properties of this map imply that the spectrum [II] + A(X: R”) iI., in fxt tiotlcolltle(‘ti!‘c. 
Introduction 
In the paper [ 1 I] we gave a definition of the algebraic K-theory of spaces with 
bounded control in a given metric space B. It is constructed from the category of 
boundedly finite (resp. boundedly finitely dominated) CW-complexes over X x B. 
It was shown that in case the control space B is an opera corze on a finite 
polyhedron 2 the functor PH A(X; o(P)) defines a reduced generalized homolo- 
gy theory, and in fact it represents the spectrum of the algebraic K-theory of X 
with a shift of dimension by one. This result parallels the statement in [9] where a 
corresponding assertion has b:.en proved for the controlled algebraic K-theory of 
a ring R. Obviously it is desir:;ble to have a comparison between these theories. It 
turns out that the theory of [9] may be regarded as a hear version of our theory. 
It is not obvious, however, how to construct a linearization map going from one 
theory to the other. The present paper is addressed to this question. The 
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construction of the linearization map involves re-defining boundedly controlled 
K-theory of spaces in a nontrivial way using categories of spherical objects. This 
theorem has some interest in itself and may prove to be useful also in different 
contexts. We have benefitted very much from the book [I]. The machinery of 
boundedly controlled algebraic topology developed there is used throughout the 
paper. We have tried to keep the paper self-contained though by giving a detailed 
review of those results of [l] we are going to use. 
The construction of the linearization map is applied to prove that the spectrum 
constructed in [ 111 actually gives a nonconnective de-looping of A(X). 
We obtain the following result (which holds under mild restrictions on the 
metric space B): 
Theorem. Let (Z; p) be a controlled space, and let TT($) denote the controlled 
version of the fundamental groupoid of Z. Let K(T(;$)) denote the K-?heory of the 
category of boundedly finitely generated projective r( $)-modules. Then there is a 
natural transformation 
A : A(& p)-t K(m(3)) 
inducing an isomorphism on q,,. If T(;{) is locally constant, then K(T($)) may be 
identified with K(Z[ qZ]; B). 
In view of the results proved in [11] we obtain as an immediate consequence 
that the spectrum [n] - A(X x IR”; R”) is actually a nonconnective spectrum 
whose connective cover is the usual spectrum of the algebraic K-theory of X. 
Corollary. The homology theory P I-+ A(X; o(P)) represents a nonconnective 
spectrum whose connective cover is the usual spectrum of A(X), and we have that 
q,A(X x R’; Ri) = K_;(Z[qX]) . 
The contents of the paper is as follows. 
In Section 1 we review the construction of boundedly algebraic K-theory of 
spaces from [ 111. 
In Section 2 we recall the basic facts of boundedly controlled algebraic topology 
from the book [l]. These techniques are vital for the remainder of the paper. 
Section 3 contains the theorem that controlled algebraic K-theory may be 
constructed from categories of spherical objects. 
Section 4 gives the construction of the linearization map. 
1. Review of houndedly sontrolled algebraic K-theory of spaces 
In this section we briefly review the definition of boundedly controlled algebraic 
K-theory of spaces from [ 111. Actually the definition given here is somewhat more 
general. 
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Let (B, p) denote a metric space. Define a controlled space over B to be a pair 
(2; p) consisting of a space Z and a map p : Z+ B. We shall refer to the metric 
space B as the control space and to the map p as the control map. Let (Z; p) and 
(Z’; p’) be controlled spaces over B. A mapf : Z --, Z’ is called bounded if there 
exists a positive real number c such that 
p( p’f(z), p(z)) 5 c for all z E Z . 
Let &Q&B denote the category of controlled spaces over B and their bounded 
maps, cf. [l, 21. 
Recall that a map g : (B, P) + (B’, p’) of metric spaces is -alled a Lipschitz 
map if there exists a real number c such that 
P’( g(z)9 g(z’)) Z5 CP( z, z’) for all z,z’ E Z . 
In other words, a Lipschitz map preserves boundedness. Furthermore, let us call 
two metrics p and p’ on the set B Lipschitz equivalent if the identity map 
id : (B, p)-+(B, p’) 
is a Lipschitz map. It is clear that a Lipschitz map g : B+ B’ induces a functor 
by composing the control map with g. Also it is clear that the category Po$lB 
only depends on the Lipschitz equivalence class of the metric p. 
Slightly more generally one defines the category of all controlled spaces and 
their bounded maps (the category of controlled spaces over Lipschitz spaces in the 
terminology of [2, p. 61). An object in this category is a triple (Z, B, p) consisting 
of a space B with a Lipschitz equivalence class of a metric (a so called Lipschitz 
space), a space Z and a map p : Z - B. A morphism in that category is by 
definition a diagram 
f 
Z-Z’ 
P I I P' 
B-B’ 
R 
which commutes ‘up to bounded distance’, i.e., there exists a number c such that 
p’(p’f(zj, gp(z)) 5 c for all z E Z , 
and such that g is a Lipschitz map. 
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We now come to the definition of the categories from which boundedly 
controlled K-theory is constructed. Let !)i(Z; p) denote the category of retractive 
spaces over Z. An object is a triple (Y, r, s), where Y : Y + Z is a map of 
topological spaces, and s is E section of the map Y. A morphism 
(Y, Y, s) + (Y’, r’, s’) in %(Z; p) is by definition a map f : Y* Y’ satisfying that 
r’f= r, and s’ = fs. 
Let (Y, r, s) be an object of !)i(Z; p). The space Y may be viewed as a 
controlled space over B by using the composite map pr as the control map. So the 
objects of !)Z(Z; p) are controlled spaces (over B) over the fixed controlled space 
(Z; p). A morphism f : (Y, r. s)--, (Y’, r’, s’) in !)i(Z; p) is trivially bounded 
when considered as a map of controlled spaces over B. In fact, 
PC PO-~ Y)* Pd Y)) = P( Pd YL P4 Y)) = 0 7 
since r’f = r by definition of a morphism in !)Z(Z; p). In other words, there is a 
forgetful functor 
@ : !X(Z; p)--+ Zi$‘/B , (Y, r, s)-(Y, pr). 
There is a notion of bounded hornotopy in the category &$‘IB. In fact, let f 
and g denote bounded maps of controlled spaces (Y, 9)-j (Y’, 9’) over B. A 
bounded hornotopy between f and g is by definition a bounded map 
Ir : (Y X I, qpr,)+(Y’, 9’) 
restricting to f (resp. g) on Y x (0) (resp. Y x { 1)). (Here pr, denotes the 
projection to the first factor.) Consequently we have the derived notion of a 
bounded homotopy equivalence in Zu$/B: Let (Y; 9) and (Y’; 9’) be controlled 
spaces over B, and let f : Y 3 Y’ be a bounded map. The map f is called a 
bounded homotopy equivalewe if there exists a bounded map g : Y’ + Y, and 
bounded homotopies fg 2: id y, and gf= id,,. This implies that the diameters of the 
deformation paths of points in Y (resp. Y’) are globally bounded when measured 
in B via the map 9 (resp. 9’). 
The definition of bounded homotopy equivalence is transported to the category 
!)i(Z; p) via the forgetful functor @ : a morphism in !)i(Z; p) is called a bounded 
hornotopy equivalence if Q(f) is a bounded homotopy equivalence in &$‘/B. 
We emphasize that the homotopy inverse of a bounded homotopy equivalence in 
!)i(Z; p) is not necessarily a morphism in that category, i.e., a homotopy 
equivalence is not in general over Z. 
Let b!)i(Z; p) denote the subcategory of !M(Z; p) with the same objects and 
morphisms given by the bounded homotopy equivalences. 
As is always the case with algebraic K-theory, one has to consider certain 
finitel:ess conditions. Specifically we shall need those objects of !M(Z; p) which 
have a finite cell structure in a suitable sense. Here is the precise definition, cf. [ 1, 
p. 1001: 
A bounded n-cell (of diameter c) is a pair (1 X D”, q) where J is a discrete index 
set, D” is the n-ball, and 9 : J x D”* Z is a map satisfying that 
l there exists a nu&er c such that p9( { j} x D”) has diameter at most c for each 
jE J. 
l for every compact subset K of B the set { j E J 1 pq( { j} x D”) n K # S} is 
finite. 
Let (Y, r, S) denote an object of !li(Z; p) and let (J x D”, q) denote a bounded 
cell. We say that (Y’, I-‘, s’) is obtained from (Y, r. S) by attaching the bounded 
n-cell (J x D”, q) if there is a map f : J X a D” * Y such that Y’ is isomorphic to 
the pushout of 
.I 
yc- J x aD”i J x D” 
(where i is the natural inclusion), and r’IJ X [)” = 9, r’l y = r. Hence the inclusion 
Y’+ Y is a morphism in !IZ(Z; p). 
We say that an object (Y, r, S) of !Ji(Z; p) has a bounded CW-structure (rel. Z) 
(or equivalently, that Y is a bounded CW-complex) if it can be obtained from Z by 
attaching of bounded cells (of any diameter) in order of increasing dimension, and 
if there is a global bound for the diameter of the cells. Define the n-skeleton of a 
bounded CW-complex to be the union of cells of dimension QZ. A map of 
bounded CW-Lomplexes Y -+ Y’ is called cellular if it maps the n-skeleton of Y to 
the n-skeleton of Y’. The category of bounded CW-complexes over B and their 
celMar maps is denoted LE$‘/B. 
We can now formulate the various finiteness conditions that we shall need. Let 
us call the object (Y, r. s) of !Jl(Z; p) 
l boundedly finite if it has a bounded CW-structure consisting of finitely many 
bounded cells. 
0 bounded homotopy finite if it is in the same component in bM(Z; p) iis some 
boundedly finite object, in other words, if there is a chain of bounded 
homotopy equivalences going in both directions between (Y. r, s) and some 
boundedly finite object. One verifies that this implies that there exists a 
boundedly finite object (Y’, r’, s’) and a bounded homotopy equivalence 
Y’+ Y. 
l finitely d ominated up to bowzded homotopy if there exists a boundedly finite 
object (Y’, r’, s’) and a morphism d : Y’+ Y which is a retrac-tion up to 
homotopy, i.e., there exists a bounded map e : Y+ Y’ (not necessarily a 
morphism in !lZ(Z; p)) and a bounded homotopy de = id,. (rel. s(Z)). The map 
d is then called a bounded domination. Note that a bounded homotopy 
equivalence is a special case of a bounded domination. 
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0 bourzdedly finitely dominated if in addition to being finitely dominated up to 
bounded homotopy it has a finite dimensional bounded CW-structure (rel. 
s(Z))* 
Notation. We shall use the following notations for the various subcategories of 
9&Z; p) defined by these finiteness conditions: 
0 %,(Z; p) -the subcategory of boundedy finite objects and their cellular maps. 
. q&C p) -the full subcategory of boundedly homotopy finite objects. 
. :&(Zt p) -the full subcategory of those objects which are finitely dominated 
up to bounded homotopy. 
. &&C p) - the full subcategory of boundedly finitely domirzated objects and 
their cellular maps. 
The prefix ‘b’ attached to any one of these categories denotes the subcategory 
obtained by restricting the morphisms to be bounded homotopy equivalences. 
We thus have the following inclusions of categories: 
!N,(Z; p) c !M,,(Z; p) 
n n 
&(Z; p) c !H,,(Z; p) 
There is another characterization of the category !N,,(Z; p). In fact, it may be 
thought of as the idempotent completion of !)i,,(Z; p), cf. [4], at least in a suitable 
sense. Lemma 1.1 below summarizes the properties we are going to need. To 
formulate it we have to recall the notion of the mapping telescope. 
Let Y be any space. The mapping telescope of a map f : Y-, Y may be defined 
as the homotopy colimit of the diagram 
(*) y~y”-Q+**.. 
Equivalently, we may use as a concrete mode1 the (iterated) pushout of the 
following diagram: 
Here the map i, denotes the inclusion 
Y=Yx{k}-+Yx[k-l,k]. 
The mapping telescope of f will be denoted Tel( f ). 
The telescope is functarial: A commutative diagram 
f Y-Y 
(**) a I I P 
z-z 
R 
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Tel@, p) : Tel( f)+Tel( g) . 
There is a self-map of the telescope induced by f (the map Tel( f, f) in our 
notation). Since this map is induced by the shift map of the diagram (*) above, it 
is clearly a homotopy equivalence. Now let us assume that f is idempotent, i.e., 
fz = J Then there is a projection map 
7r : Tel(f)+ Y 
given as the composite 
Tel( f)m Tel(id) = Y X iw, 3 Y . 
There is also an inclusion map (‘front inclusion’) 
6 : Y+Tel(f). 
Clearly ~8 = fi The other composite, &r, is a homotopy equivalence since it is 
homotopic to the shift map of Tel(f). This implies that the map S is a retraction 
up to homotopy. In other words, Tel(f) is dominated by Y. 
There is a slight generalization. Namely assume that the diagram (**) com- 
mutes only up to homotopy. Choosing a specific homotopy then also defines a 
map of telescopes. (In other words, Tel(-) is a homotopy functor.) In particular, 
if the map f is idempotent only up to homotopy, i.e., f’ -fi it is still true that the 
map m : Tel(Y) + Y is a homotopy equivalence. 
Now let us assume that (Y, r, s) is an object of M(Z; p) and that f : Y+ Y is an 
idempotent endomorphism of Y, i.e., a morphism in !)i(Z; p) such that f’ = f. 
Then the mapping telescope off is also an object of ‘3&Z; p). In fact, the map M 
provides a retraction to 2, and 8s is a section. One verifies immediately that the 
projection map 7~ is then indeed a bounded homotopy equivalence. 
Lemma 1.1. (1) Let (Y, r, s) be homotopy finite, and let f : Y-, Y be an 
idempotent morphism in %(Z; p), i.e., f2 = f. Then the mapping telescope off is 
an object of %,,(Z; p). 
(2) Each object in ?N,,JZ; p) is boundedly homotopy equivalent to the mapping 
telescope of an idempotent endomorphism of a boundedly finite object. 
(3) Each object of ?H,.,JZ; p) is boundedly homotopy equivalent to a finite- 
dimensional one, i.e.. to an object of ?&(Z; p). 
(4) Each object of ?H,,JZ; p) is a retract of an object in &(Z; p). 
Proof. (1) In fact, by the discussion of the telescope above, the front inclusion 
6 : Y+ Tel( f) is a domination map. Since Y is boundedly homotopy finite, there 
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exists a houndedly finite object Y’ together with a bounded homotopy equiva- 
lence Y’ ---, Y. Clearly the composition of a bounded domination map with a 
bounded homotopy equivalence is a bounded domination. 
(2) Let (Y’, T’, s’) be a boundedly finite object dominating (Y, r, s). Let 
d : Y’-, Y be a domination map, and let e : Y-, Y’ be a section up to bounded 
homotopy. Then obviously the map ed : Y’ + Y’ is idempotent up to bounded 
homotopy, and by the discussion above we may conclude that the mapping 
telescope Tel(ed) is a well-defined object of ?)f(Z; p). The map of telescopes 
Tel(ed)+ Tel(id,) 
induced by d is a bounded homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse given by 
the map of telescopes induced by e. Since Tel(id) is boundedly homotopy 
equivalent to Y we may conclude that there is a bounded homotopy equivalence 
Tel(ed)+ Y . 
This proves the second assertion. 
(3) Let (Y, r, s), d and e be as before. By (2) we may replace Y by Tel(ed) up 
to bounded homotopy. By bounded cellular approxi.mation, [ 1, p. 931, the map ed 
is boundedly homotopic to a cellular map f which is therefore also idempotent up 
.J bounded homotopy. The telescope of a cellular map of boundedly finite 
CW-complexes is finite dimensional by construction. Since the telescopes off and 
of ed are boundedly homotopy equivalent this implies (3). 
(4) Let (Y. Y, s) be in !H,,(Z; p), and let (Y’, r’, s’) be a boundedly finite 
object dominating Y. Let e : Y-, Y’ be a section of the domination map. Let T(e) 
be the mapping cylinder of e. The canonical projection map 
j : T(e)* Y’ 
provides T(e) with the structure of a retractive space over Z, and hence also with 
the structure of a controhed space over B. Then the homotopy equivalence j Is 
clearly a bounded homotopy equivalence. Hence T(e) is boundedly homotopy 
finite. 0n the other hand, T(e) contains Y as a retract: Indeed, choosing a 
bounded homotopy de = id induces a retraction 
T(e)* T(id) = YX [0, l]-, Y 
of the front inclusion Y-, T(e). Cl 
The categories !&(Z; p), !NJZ; p), :ii,,(Z; p) and SH JZ; p) may be equip- 
ped with the structure of categories with cofibrations and weak equivalences in the 
sense of [13] with weak equivalences given by the bounded homotopy equiua- 
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lences. Recall that the K-theory of such a category is defined (up to a dimension 
shift) by applying a certain simplicial construction to it, the S.-construction of 
[13], corresponding to ‘group completion’. It can be shown that the categories 
9i (2; p) and !&(Z; p) (resp. 9i &Z; p) and 9i,,(Z; p)) give the same K-theory 
;p to homotopy, cf. [ 11, Proposition 1.41. 
Hence we can give the following two definitions of controlled algebraic K-theory 
of (2; p) corresponding to ‘+e two basically different finiteness conditions: 
Definition 1.2. 
A’(Z; p) = L?lbS.!&JZ; p)) = O)bS.!N,(Z; p)I . 
A(Z; p) = O(bS.!)i,,(Z; p)I = R(bS.!N,,(Z; p)( . 
A(Z; p) (resp. A’(Z; p)) is a covariant functor on the category of controlled 
spaces and bounded maps. 
Remark 1.3. Actually is is true that !H,,(Z; p) is a weakly cofinal subcategory of 
!&,(Z; p), cf. [al, Proposition 1.51. Therefore, A(Z; p) and A’(Z; p) differ only 
on 7ro. 
Notation 1.4. In the paper [ ll] the definition of boundedly controlled K-theory 
was only given for the special case where Z = X x B, and p is the projection map 
pr : X x B+ B. Thus in the notation of the present paper we would have to write 
A(X X B; pr) for the functor A(X; B) of [ 111. 
Remark 1.5. In [ll] we investigated the dependence of A(X x B; pr) on the 
control space. It was shown there that the functor 
P H A(X X o(P); pr) 
from (polyhedra) to (spaces) lis a generalized reduced homology theory. This 
result can in fact be generalized to the present more general setting. Details will 
appear elsewhere. 
We close this section with a few comments on the definition of contro!led 
K-theory. It turns out that we may without essential oss of generality impose 
several restrictions on the controlled space (Z; p). First of all we may assume that 
the map p is onto. Clearly this does not change the category !M(Z; p). It also does 
not change the concept of bounded homotopy equivalences, since all measuring is 
done through the fixed map p. Hence the K-theory as defined here rer-nains 
unaffected if we replace the metric space B by the subspace image( p). 
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The second restriction concerns the path connectedness of Z. let 
be the decomposit;on of Z into path components, and let pi denote the restriction 
of p to Zi. Then obviously the category b!H(Z; p) decomposes as the product of 
the categories b!li(Zi; pi). We may conclude from this that there is a weak 
homotopy equivalence 
A(Z; P)‘n A(Zi; pi) * 
iEI 
Thus it is no essential oss of generality to assume that the fixed controlled space 
(Z; p) is in fact path connected. 
Finally we pcint out that only the metric structure of B is important for 
controlled K-th,ory. The topology of B plays no role whatsoever. In particular, it 
is not assumed that the topology of B is induced by the metric. The best way to 
view the map p : Z --) B is that it is an indexing device giving a convenient way of 
defining a concept of ‘boundedness’ on Z, i.e., specifying a boundedness control 
structure in the sense of [ 1, p. 411. 
In view of these remarks we make the following assumption: 
Assumption 1.6. In the sequel we shall always assume that the fixed controlled 
space (Z; p) is path connected, and furthermore that the control map p is onto. 
2. Boundedly controlled algebraic topology 
In the following sections we shall need several concepts of boundedly controlled 
algebraic topology from the book [l]. For the LX venience of the reader we quote 
in this section the relevant parts of that book. Sometimes we have taken the 
liberty to change the notation and terminology. To facilitate looking up the proofs 
in [l] we shali give precise references. 
Specifically, we will have to use the fundamental groupoid of a controlled 
space, controlled homotopy and homology groups, and suitable versions of the 
controlled Whitehead and Hurewicz theorems. 
The definition of these invariants is somewhat involved. Let us give some 
motivation first. 
Let G be a group. Suppose that we want to generalize the notions of G-spaces, 
G-sets, R[G]-modules (R any ring) by taking into account some ‘parametrization 
by a metric space’ in a suitable sense. _Also in view of the applications to 
homotopy (think of the fundamenaal groupoid of a space), it appears to be 
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desirable to admit that G can be a groupoid, not just an ordinary group. It turns 
out that these two di -estions of generalization may be conveniently subsumed 
under the concept of a category with endomorphism, cf. [ 1, p. 31. 
A category with endomorphism is a triple (ti, E, r) consisting of a category 6, 
an endofunctor E of 6, called ‘enlargement’, and a natural transformation 
T : Id4 E, satisfying that ET = TE. 
Let us give some examples to make the definition understandable. 
Example 2.1. (groups, groupoids) If G be a group, we let (3 denote the category 
with one object and morphisms by the group elements. Let E : @+ C!5 be the 
identical functor. Then (9 is a trivial (though important) example of a category 
with endomorphism. Slightly more generally, any groupoid W provides an ex- 
ample. 
Example 2.2. (metric spaces) Let B denote a metric space, and let 23 denote the 
partially ordered set of closed balls in B considered as a category. Let B( 6, r) 
denote the closed ball in B with center b and radius r. Assume that B satisfies the 
following condition: 
Condition A. If B(b, r) C B(c, s), then B(b, r + 1) C B(c, s + 1). 
Define the enlargement map E : % - % by enlarging the radius of a ball by 1, 
i.e., B( b, r) - B( b, r + 1). Condition A ensures that E is a functor. The obvious 
inclusion B(b, r) C E( B(b, r)) defines a natural transformation 7 : Id 4 E. Then 
($8, E, T) is a category with endomorphism. Since this example occurs so often. 
let us agree to call a metric space B nice, if it satisfies Condition A. 
These two examples should be viewed as ‘orthogonal’ to each other. The next 
examples are a combination of these extremals. 
Example 2.3. Let 8 be a groupoid, and let ‘3 arise from a metric space as in the 
previous example. Then the product (s = N x % is a category with endomorphism 
in the obvious way. 
Example 2.4. (fundamental groupoid of a controlled space) Let (2; p) be a 
controlled space over B. Assume that B satisfies Condition A. For each K E Ob $2 
let 2, = p-‘(K). Let n(;3) be the category with objects (K, z), where K E Ob %, 
and z E 2,. A morphism (K, z)+ (L, y) is given by an inclusion K C L and a 
homotopy class of paths from z to y in L. Define a functor E : T( $) ++ ‘rr( ;j) by 
E( K, z) = (E(K), z) (with a slight abuse of notation). The natural transformation 
r : IdA E is given by the obvious morphism (K, z) -+ (E(K), z) in T( $). Thus 
n(;j) is a category with endomorphism. It is called the fundamental groupoid of 
the controlled space (2; p). There is a forgetful functor 
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which makes the category n(3) a cofibred category over $3 with fibre over K given 
by the (ordinary) fundamental groupoid &Z,). 
Remark 2.5. In the book [l] the notations .% G, (Z’) and BG, (Z; p) are used to 
denote the fundamental groupoid of the controlled space (Z; p), depending on 
the context, cf. [lot. cit., p. 49, p. 184 et passim]. We are using the symbol m(;<) 
here in accordance with the convention of using gothic letters for categories. 
Let (6, E, T) be a category with endomorphism. A functor F : G- F will be 
called a &object in 9. More concretely, F will be called a C-space, &set, 
(abelian) G-group, R&module, Ggroupoid, if F = SO& &3, 316, (%rs>, R-%r’ob, 
Nrpoib, respectively. Up to now we did not bring the endomorphism structure of 
c into play. If F is a &object in 3, then so are the composite functors FE”, 
n E N. We declare that these E-objects should not be distinguishable from F. 
More precisely, let 
C = (7;: F 4 FE” 1 n EN} C Mor ?’ . 
Define the category of G-objects in I’ to be the localization of the functor 
category F’ at the set 2. 
. 
Notation 2.6. The category of c-objects in F is denoted 6-F. In the book [l] the 
authors use the terminology of fragmented objects over the category with endo- 
morphism 6. Thus for example, a ‘fragmented space over 6’ ;;1 la [l] is the same 
as a ‘E-space in our sense. We have chosen the present terminology to emphasize 
the analogy with modules. 
We give a list of examples of E-objects in F for various categories 6 and 2 
Example 2.7. (controlled spaces) Let (Z; p) be a controlled space over the nice 
metric space B. Let $8 be the category with endomorphism associated to B. 
Suppose in addition that the metric is a proper map, i.e., every closed ball in B is 
compact. Then (Z; p) gives rise to a $%-space 2 defined by 
J%(K) = Z, = p-‘(K) for every K E % . 
A bounded map (Z; p)*(Z’; p’) defines a morphism .%-,2X’ of g-spaces as 
one readily verifies. (In fact, this is the prime example motivating the whole 
setup, and in particular the definition of the set 2.) Thus we obtain a functor 
If Z has a bounded CW-structure, the above corrstruction may be modified by 
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associating to 2 the %-space 3.’ defined by 
S?(K) = smallest subcomplex of 2 containing p-‘(K) . 
This leads to a functor 
In [lot. cit., p. 481 the term fragmentn:ion is used for the functors Qi and a’. 
Notation 2.8. In this paper E-spaces are usually denoted by script letters, like %f, 
%, 3, 9. The %-space associated to a controlled space via the functor @ is usually 
denoted with the corresponding script letter. For example, @(Z; p) = 3, etc. 
Remark 2.9, The philosophy 01 the previous example is that one should forget 
about controlled spaces altogether and work with ‘a-spaces instead. This can in 
fact be done and at any rate this transiation underlies the construction of algebraic 
invariants in controlled topology. In particular, it is certainly possible to extend 
the definition of K-theory to apply to (fairly) general 5%-spates. 
Example 2.10. (universal covers) Let X be a topological space. Recall that the 
universal cover of X (which we did not assume to be path-connected) may be 
defined as the functor 
2 : r(X)-+ sop , x++P(X,x)l-, 
where T(X) denotes the fupzdnwental groupoid of X, P(X, x) is the space of paths 
in X starting at the point x, and ‘w’ denotes the equivalence relation of homotopy 
relative to the endpoints. If X is a nice space, e.g., a CW-complex, then the space 
P(X, x) / - may be identified with the universal cover of the component of X 
containing the point x. The universal cover thus provides an example of a 
r(X)-space. Needless to say that there is a generalization to controlled spaces. 
Let rr( ;-“,) be the fundamental groupoid of the controlled space (Z; p) as defined 
in Example 2.4 above. The universal cover of (Z; p) is the r( ;j)-space defined by 
the following functor- 
Example 2.11. ( fundamental groupoid) The fundamental groupoid of a con- 
trolled space was defined to be a category with endomorphism. But it may also be 
regarded as the functor 
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which is the composite of the $%-space 2 with the usual fundamental groupoid 
functor. This means that the fundamental groupoid of a controlled space can also 
be viewed as a ‘2%groupoid. More generally, if 2’ is any &space, then its 
fundamental groupoid is defined to be the E-groupoid ~(2) : %* &I&J obtained 
by composing Z with the usual fundamental groupoid functor. On the other hand, 
7~(%) may also be regarded as the category with objects (C, z) where C E Ob G 
and z E Z!!‘(C), and where a morphism (C, z)+ (C’, z’) is given by a morphism 
f : C-, C’, together with a homotopy class (relative to the endpoints) of paths in 
%(C’) from 2( f)( ) t z o z’. We continue to use the notation ~(3) to denote this 
category. This should cause no confusion, since from the context it is usually clear 
if this category arises from a controlled space or from a general &space. 
Here is the most important example. 
Example 2.12. (homology and homotopy of controlled spaces) Let 3 be any 
E-space. Define its nth homology to be the E&module (= 5abelian group) 
obtained by composing the functor 2’ with the ordinary nth homology functor: 
In particular, if (Z; p) is a controlled space over B, we define its nth controlled 
homology group to be the Z&module defined by the functor 
Similarly, the homology of the universal cover of a controlled space is a certain 
rr(;j)-module. 
The definition of controlled homotopy groups follows the same pattern. It is 
useful here to take care for the action of the fundamental group(oid). 
Let F be the category of pointed sets, groups, abelisrn groups if n = 0, n = 1, 
n 2 2, respectively. Let 3 be any Cc-space. Let 
be the functor which on objects is given by 
cc, z9- q,(W), z) 
and on morphisms by the usual ‘change of basepoint isomorphism’. Let (Z; p) be 
a controlled space over B. In accordance with the general definition above let us 
define the nth controlled homotopy group (resp. set) of (Z; p) to be the functor 
7qz; p) : n( ;{)--+ F . WY z9- n;,(Z,, z) ’ 
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Similarly, if ((2; p), (W; 4)) is a pair of controlled spaces, the controlled 
homotopy group nz(Z, IV) is defined in the same fashion. It is a r(\lU)-module. 
Actually it is not quite correct to speak of homotopy ‘groups’, since these are 
really ?r(,3)-modules (resp. v(3)-sets). We shall however allow ourselves this 
slight abuse of language. Also we shall mostly use the simplified notation 7rz(Z) 
(ie., suppressing tb ,,e control map) to denote the controlled homotopy groups. 
Now let us consider the functorial behaviour of these constructions. Let &, 
E, , TV ) and (E,, E,, r2) be categories with endomorphism. Let f’ : S 1 + 6, be a 
functor commuting with Ei and 7i, ’ = 1,2. Let 3 be any co-complete category. 
Then there are induced functors (‘iestriction and extension of scalars’) 
on the categories of Ci-objects. The first one of these is just given by composition 
with the functor f’. The second is the Ieft Kan extension along f, in other words, for 
each Z’:C,+% we have 
(using tensor product resp. co-end notation). The co-completeness of 9 implies 
the existence of the Kan extension. 
This remark may be applied to describe the functorial behaviour cf the 
controlled homotopy and homology groups: 
If f : cc p)+(w; 4) is a bounded map of controlled spaces, there is an 
induced functor 7r( ;{) 3 ~(‘a) of fundamental groupoids. I-Ience we obtain a 
morphism of 7r( ;-Q -modules 
A similar remark applies to the homology groups. 
We shall need convenient conditions under which the functors f! and f! are 
actually equivalences of categories. 
Let (6 I, E, , T, ) and (E,, E,, TV) be categories with endomorphism. A functor 
f : G, + C2 commuting with E and T is called a strong eventual equivalence, if 
there is a functor g : 6, + 6, commuting with E and T up to natural equivalence, 
and satisfying Lhat there are natural equivalences gf --) E? and fg- E; for some 
integer n. If f is a s-tong eventual equivalence, then one checks that the induced 
functor 
is indeed an equivalence of categories, cf. [ 1, Lemma 6.1, p. 341. 
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We can now quote (one version of) the Whitehead theorem for controlled 
spaces. It is to be found in the note [3]. 
Theorem 2.13. Let f : (2; p) + ( W, q) be a bourzded map of f?nite-dimensional 
bounded CW-complexes. Suppose that 
(I) (Z; p) and ( W, q) are coextensive, 
(2) f,* : $(Z; p)-, f !$(W, q) is an isomorphism for i = O,l, 
(3) f, : Hi(g)+ f !Hi(w) is an isomorphism of r(;{ )-modules for all i 2 0. 
Then f is a bounded homotopy equivalence. c3 
This version of the Whitehead theorem is slightly more general than the version 
for simply connected spaces given in the book [ 11. A proof is given in [3]. 
We are now specializing our considerations to the objects of the category 
!H(Z; p) of the preceding section. Let (Y, r, s) be an object of this category. 
4 denote the universal cover of (Y; pr). Then there is another rr(l!))-space 
Let 
s*(G) : T(l!))i) zap , (K y)- @(KY y) XJ 
which is to be thought of as the induced covering over Z. We shall denote 
n( 1!)) -space 9. I CI 
this 
We shall use the abbreviation h,,(Y) to denote the 7r( $)-module s:(H,,(% 2)). 
With this notation we have the following version of the Whitehead theorem 
which is in a convenient form for later use: 
Corollary 2.14. Let !&.,J Z; p)* be the full subcategory of !N ,JZ; p) of the objects 
(Y, r, s) which satisfy that 
is an equivalence of categories. Let f : (Y, r, s)-•. (Y’. r’, s’) be a morphism in 
92&Z; p)*. 
Then f is a bounded homotopy equivalence if and only if 
f ~ : alien a, 
is an isomorphism of rr( ;j )-modules for all i 10. 
Proof. This corollary is really just a variant of Theorem 2.13. Therefore we just 
make a few comments here. First of all, we cannot expect the theorem to hold for 
all objects of !)i(Z; p) since these objects do not in general have a bounded 
CW-structure. On the other hand, the category !K,,(Z; p) is the most general one 
we have to work with. Its objects are not necessarily finite-dimensional bounded 
CW-complexes, but at least up to bounded homotopy equivalence this is true. cf. 
Lemma 1.1. The condition on the fundamental groupoids of the objects in 
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?&.&Z; p)* clearly implies conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem. (In fact, these 
conditions just say that the fundamental groupoids of (2; a) and (W, 4) are 
strongly eventually equivalent.) Also, in view of the remark preceding the 
theorem, it implies that 2 may be identified with the universal cover of 2. The 
corollary may then be obtained as a relative version of Theorem 2.13. The 
modifications required for the relative case are straightforward. They are left to 
the reader. 0 
3. Categories of spherical objects 
The purpose of this section is to re-express boundedly controlled algebraic 
K-theory in terms of certain subcategories of !)Z(Z; p) of spherical objects. This 
greatly reduces the number of homotopy types of controlled spaces one has to 
consider, and it facilitates the comparison of A(Z; p) with certain linear versions 
of boundedly controlled K-theory to be discussed in Section 4 below. The 
theorem we are going to prove parallels a corresponding statement for the 
algebraic K-theory of spaces [13, Proposition 2.2.21. 
Let us call an object (Y, Y, s) of !)i(Z; p) n-spherical if firstly s, : ?T( ;j)+ n(y)) 
is an equivalence of categories and secondly hi(Y) vanishes except in dimension n, 
where it is a boundedly finiteZy generated free rr( $)-module. Let !)i;‘(Z; p) denote 
the full subcategory of ?)i,(Z; p) of n-spherical objects. 
Similarly we define a full subcategory !NyJZ; p) of IH,,(Z; p) by insisting that 
the objects have h,-homology concentrated in dimension n where it is a bounded- 
/y finitely generated projective n( ;j)-module. These categories are categories with 
cofibrations and weak equivalences in a natural way. The main result of this 
section may now be stated as follows: 
Theorem 3.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence 
l& bS.?)i;;(Z; p)-, bS.?)i,,(Z; p) , 
II 
where the limit on the left-hand side is given by suspension. 
The proof will be given in a series of lemmas. 
For the convenience of the reader iet us first recall from [l, p. 125 seqq.] the 
definition of a boundedly finite/y generated free r( ;-‘,)-module. 
Let J be an index set, and let u : J+ Ob( rr( ;<)), j ++ (K,, z,) be any map. The 
free Rn( $)-module with basis u is defined to be the following functor 
(K, z) -free R-module on the set S , 
where S = {( j, w) 1 Kj c K, w a homotopy class of paths in Z from z, to z}. 
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The basis c is called locally finite if { i E J 1 Kj C K} is finite for each K E Ob 8. 
It is called bounded if ( Kj 1 j E J} is a bounded family of subsets of B. The 
Rn( $)-module M is called boundedly finitely generated free if it isomorphic to 
some F(a) with a bounded locally finite basis. 
The bases of free modules form a category @aG(n( 3)). A morphism 
is represented by a map cp : J--, I and a collection of morphisms 
(Lqt j)’ Y6p, j))+ E”(Kjy ‘j) in r( 3). By [l, Theorem 2.6, p. 1401 two boundedly 
finitely generated free 7r( ,3)-modules are isomorphic if and only if their bases are 
isomorphic in the category ‘%ctG( V( 3)). 
Remark 3.2. The notion of a free module used here differs somewhat from the 
normal usage of the word free, which would imply that a module is to be called 
‘free’ if it is in the image of a left adjoint to the forgetful functor 
It is in fact true that the modules F(U) are also free in this sense; they are more 
restricted, however. Also it is true that F(a) is a projective object in R7~(,3)-)S3lob 
and conversely, every projective module is a direct summand of some F(o). 
Let us return to the proof of the theorem. We shall apply the general criterion 
provided by Theorem 1.7.1 of [ 131. It involves verifying basically two things: 
- the weak equivalences can be characterized in terms of a homology theory, 
- the objects of !&(Z; p) have filtrations such that the subquotients are spherical 
(actually one needs a stronger relative version of this). 
The homological characterization of the weak equivalences is provided by the 
h * -homology of the preceding section: In the subcategory ?H( 2; p)* of ?X(Z; p) 
the bounded homotopy equivalences are just the h, -homology equivalences by 
Corollary 2.14. Furthermore, we have the following: 
Lemma 3.3. The inclusion !R(Z; p)* C !H(Z; p) induces a weak homotopy quiva- 
lence 
bS.!H,(Z; p)*-, bS.X,(Z; p) . 
roof. The category !N,(Z; p) has a cylinder functor in the 
(given by the usual cylinder object in the category of spaces 
easy to check that the bounded homotopy equivalences atisfy 
of [ 13, 1.61, which just says that the projection map 
j : T(f)+ Y’ 
sense of [13, 1.61 
over Z), and it is 
the cylinder axiom 
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from the mapping cylinder of a morphism f : (Y, Y, s)+ (Y’, r’, s’) is in fact a 
bounded homotopy equivalence. There is the derived notion of fibrewise suspen- 
sion over 2, which induces an exact endofunctor 2, of b$(Z; p), and hence an 
endofunctor of bS.!H,(Z; p). It follows from the additivity theorem that ZZ 
represents a homotopy inverse on bS.\Slt,(Z; p), cf. [13, 1.6.21. Hence applying 2, 
twice gives an endofunctor of bS.%,(Z* p) which is homotopic to the identity. On 
the other hand, one verifies that s.&(Z)+ rrc(Zi( Y)) is an isomorphism for 
i = 0,l for any Y in !N(Z; p). Hence double suspension actually takes values in the 
subcategory b%,(Z; p)* . Therefore, the map of the lemma is a weak homotopy 
equivalence as asserted. 0 
Remark 3.4. The proof of the preceding lemma goes through unchanged if one 
relaxes the finiteness condition to admit boundedly finitely dominated objects. We 
obtain a homotopy equivalence 
bS.!M,,(Z; p)* + bS.‘%,,(Z; p) . 
The lemma together with the controlled Whitehead theorem (Corollary 2.14) 
implies that as far as K-theory is concerned we may without loss of generality 
assume that the bounded homotopy equivalences are actually the homology 
equivalences with respect to the homology theory h,(-) defined in the preceding 
section. 
To apply Theorem 1.7.1 of [13] we are therefore left with verifying the 
following: 
Hypothesis. Given a (homologically) m-connected morphism Y,,, + Y in 
!H,*,(Z; p) there is a factorization 
where U, + Y is a bounded homotopy equivalence, and Yi Uy,_, 2 is an object of 
\st’,(Z; p), i = m + 1,. . . , n. 
Actually we only verify a weaker form (see below). Also to avoid low- 
dimensional difficulties let m I 2. We first pretend that we are dealing with finite 
bounded CW-complexes instead of boundedly finitely dominated ones in the 
hypothesis. The general case will be dealt with afterwards. 
We have to take a closer look at the spherical objects. In particular, we want to 
convince ourselves that they really are what one might guess they should be. 
Suppose that the object (Y, Y, s) is obtained from 2 by attaching the bounded 
n-cell (D” x J, 4). Then one verifies easily that Y is indeed n-spherical, cf. [ 1, p. 
1851. Let us call such an object a standard n-spherical object. It turns out that up 
to bounded homotopy equivalence, every n-spherical object has this special form. 
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Lemma 3.5. (i) Let (Y, W) denote a pair of objects of !Ii*(Z; p), and let F be a 
boundedly finitely generated free n( ;j)-module. Let cp : F--, rri( Y, W) denote a 
map of n( ;<) -modules. Then there exists a pair (Y ‘, W ’ ) of objects of % *(Z; p) 
satisfying that T:(Y), W’) = F and such that Y’ U,. Z is a standard n-spherical 
object. Furthermore, there exists a morphism f : (Y’, W ‘)* (Y, W) of pairs such 
that nE( f) = q. 
(ii) Let F denote a boundedly finitely generated free r( ;{)-module, and let 
cp : F+ F be an endomorphism of F. Then there exists an n-spherical object (Y, r, 
s) and a bounded map f : Y -+ Y (not necessarily a morphism in !&(Z; p)) such 
that ,z,(Y, Z) = F, and rrF,( f) = cp. 
Proof. (i) Let b : J + n( ;j) be a basis of F, i.e., a collection (Kj, Zj), where Kj is 
a closed ball in B, and zj E p-‘(K,). The map cp may be represented by a natural 
transformation 
For each j choose a basis S( j) of the free B-module F( Kj, Zj). Then the map cp is 
completely determined by all the images of the basis elements of S(j) under the 
maps ~j. Given an element cy;j E n,,( YEStK,, WElfK , zi), i E S( j), there is a repre- I 
senting map 
(1,. A,) : (0;;. aD;;)+&,,, WE+++‘, W). 
Let Y’ = W U,,,, u D:l, W’ = W. Obviously Y’ U,.. Z is a standard n-spherical 
object and ,z(Y’, W’) = F (cf. [l, Proposition V.2.51). By construction there is a 
map of pairs ( Y’, W’) ---) ( V. W) inducing cp. 
(ii) Let b : J+ n(;‘,), j ~(K,,z,)beabasisofF. LetJ+ZbegivenbyjHzi. 
Let Y = Z U, .l x S”. Then obviously Y is n-spherical and 7rrl( Y, Z) = F. The map 
<F may be represented by a natural transformation F( K, z) + F(E”K, z) for some 
integer d, where (K, z) denotes an object of 7r( ;{). Consider the module 
F( K,, z, ). It is the free abelian group generated by pairs (i, (x) where i E .I such 
that K, C K,, and (Y is a homotopy class of paths from zj to Zj in Kj. The map 9 is 
in fact completely determined by giving its value on the generators (j, id) of 
F(Ki. ‘r: for all j E J, cf. [ 1. Proposition IV. 1.31. Let cp( j, id) = c a,i.B ,(i, p), 
where (i, /3) are the generators of F( E”K,, 2,). We want to describe a certain map 
I’-, Y. To do so we shall specify how S4, the n-sphere with index j, which sits at 
the point z,, is mapped. Let S(j) denote the set of generators (i, p) for which 
a,+, is nonzero. We start with the map 
which is the usual comuhiplication map. We suppose that the wedge is still sitting 
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at the point Zj. Now using the path p map the sphere S;‘,,, at the point z, to the 
spkre S:’ sitting at the point 2, by a map of degree a(,.B). This ends the 
description of the map Y 3 Y. It is obviously a bounded map (though not a 
morphism in !M,(Z; p) in general), and one verifies readily that it realizes the 
given map on homotopy. Cl 
Lemma 3.6. (i) Let (Y, r, s) be n-spherical. Then there exists a standard n- 
spherical object ( Y’, r’, s’) and a bounded homotopy equivalence 
(Y’, r’, s’)* (Y. r, s). 
(ii) Let (Y, r, s) and (Y’, r’, s’) be n-spherical objects satisfying that h,,(Y) = 
h,,( Y’). Then Y and Y’ are in the same connected component of the category 
b!H,(Z: p). 
Proof. (i) Since h;(Y) = 0 for i 5 n - 1, we may conclude from the controlled 
Hurewicz lneorem that rrz(Y, 2) is isomorphic to h,,(Y) and hence is a finitely 
generated free n( ;{)-module. By the preceding lemma we can find a standard 
n-spherical object (Y’. r’, s’) and a morphism f : Y’-, Y which induces an 
isomorphism rrfi ( Y’, 2) + rrz( Y, 2). This implies that f induces an isomorphism 
on h,, and hence on all of h, and therefore is a bounded homotopy equivalence by 
the controlled Whitehead theorem (Corollary 2.14). 
(ii) Let Y and Y’ be n-spherical objects and let h,,(Y) = h,,( Y’). By (i) we may 
without loss of generality assume that Y and Y’ are standard n-spherical. Hence 
Y = Z uilDu xJ D” x J 
and similarly with Y’. We may even assume that 
Y=ZU,JxS” and Y’=ZU,.J’xS” 
for suitable maps J+ 2 resp. J’-, 2, since all objects 2 UirDtlx. D” x J lie in the 
same connected component of the category b!H(Z; p). By [ 1, Example 1.6, p. 
1281, if n ~3. the controlled homotopy module V: (Y, 2) is isomorphic to some 
free r( ;Q-module F(o,,) for some basis a,, : J + r( ;{), and similarly with 
rrfi( Y’, 2). By the controlled Hurewicz theorem the isomorphism h,,(Y) = h,,( Y’) 
implies that 
rE( Y, 2) = v:( Y’, Z) as rr( ;{)-moduk5 . 
Hence we have an isomorphism F(q,) = Fig,‘,). By [l, Theorem 2.6, p. 1401 this 
implies that the bases a?1 and u,‘, are isomorphic in the category !&IG(~( $)). 
Unravelling what this means we obtain there has to be a bijection f : J+ J’ such 
that the maps J + 2 and JA J’-+ Z are boundedly homotopic. Hence the map f 
induces a bounded homotopy equivalence of Y and Y’. This is not a morphism in 
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%(Z; p) yet but using a mapping cylinder argument we may replace it by two 
morphisms, each a bounded homotopy equivalence. Cl 
Lemma 3.7. The hypothesis above is satisfied for the category %T(Z; p). 
proof. By a mapping cylinder argument we may assume that the map Y,” + Y is 
an inclusion. The controlled Hurewicz theorem [l, Theorem 11.8.2.] applied in 
the universal cover implies that vf(Y, Y,,,) = h,(Y, Ynz) = 0, for i 5 m. Therefore, 
the first nonvanishing homotopy group v:,‘+ I( Y, Ynl) must be boundedly finitely 
generated. Hence we can choose a boundedly finitely generated free V( $)- 
module F and an epimorphism cp : F+ vi’+ 1 (Y, Ym). By Lemma 3.5, we can find 
a map of pairs (Y,,,+ , , Y,,,) + (Y, Y,,,) inducing the map <p on 7r,,‘+, and such that 
Y ,‘1 +, U,,,) 2 is (standard) (m + l)-spherical. Hence vi, + , (Y, Y,,, + 1 ) = 0, and we 
may repeat the same procedure. If n equals the dimension of Y, then the pair 
(Y, Y,,) has only one nonvanishing homology group in dimension n + 1. Conse- 
quently it must be stably free. Choosing a free complement we may apply Lemma 
3.5 again to construct a map of pairs (Y,,+, , Y,,)+ (Y, Y,,) such that 
4+0’,+19 Y,,) is free. Another application of the lemma finally gives a map 
(Y”+P Y,, + , ) -+ (Y, Y,] + , j inducing an isomorphism on 7rz+ 1 and hence on h .+ 
since h,, + , is the only nonvanishing homology. Hence by the Whitehead theorem 
we may conclude that Y,, +, + Y is a bounded homotopy equivalence. This gives 
the desired factorization and verifies the hypothesis. 0 
Next we turn to the case of boundedly finitely dominated objects. 
Lemma 3.8. (i) Let (Y, r, s) be a.~ object of 9$&Z; p). Then Y is in S&(2; p) if 
and only if Y is boundedly dominated by tin object Y’ of !H;‘(Z; p). 
(ii) Let Y and Y’ be object of %yJZ; p) satisfying that h,,(Y) = h,,(Y’). Then Y 
and Y’ are in the same conneced component of b%~d(Z; p). 
Proof. (i) It suffices to show the following assertion: 
Assertion. For every finitely generated projective n( ;-)-module P there exists an 
object (Y, r, s) in !&(Z; p) such that h,,(Y) = P, and hi(Y) = 0 for i # n. 
In fact, suppose this is true. Let (Y, r, s) be such an object. Choose a 
complement Q of P such that P@ Q is free. By assumption there exists (Y’, r’, s’) 
such that Q is the only homology of Y’ and it sits in dimension n. Hence Y U, Y’, 
the sum of Y and Y’, has boundedly finitely generated free homology concen- 
trated in dimension n and hence is n-spherical. Certainly Y is a retract of Y U, Y’. 
We have to prove the assertion. Let P be a finitely generated projective 
rr( $)-module. Let F+ P be an epimorphism with F finitely generated free. Then 
there is an idempotent map p : F-, F such P = im( p). By Lemma 3S(ii) we can 
find a standard n-spherical object (Y’, r’, s’) with h,(Y’) = F, and also a map 
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4 : Y’-+ Y’ such that /I,,( 4) = p. Since Y’ is a standard n-spherical object it is also 
true (more or less by definition) that the map q must be idempotent up to 
bounded homotopy. The map q is not necessarily a morphism in !H,(Z; p). 
Nevertheless we know that r’q and r’ have bounded distance. This implies that 
(Y’, Y’, s’) and (Y’, r’q, s’) have isomorphic &-homology. Let Y be the mapping 
telescope of q. IJsing the homotopy between r’q and r’q’ we can define Y as a 
retractive space over Z. Since the telescope is finitely dominated (cf. Lemma 1. f ), 
Y is an object of !N,,(Z; p). Then h,,(Y, I-) = P and we are done. 
(ii) Let P = h,,(Y) and P’ = h,,( Y’). Choose a complementary boundedly 
finitely generated projective n( ;j)-module Q si:ch that P @ Q = P’ $ Q and these 
modules are boundedly finitely generated free. By the assertion above, there 
exists an object (Y,, Y,, s,) of !R;;(Z; p) such that h,,(Y,) = Q. Hence the objects 
Y U, Y, and Y’ U, Y, are n-spherical and have isomorphic Iz,-homology. By 
Lemma 3.6(ii) they are therefore related by a chain of bounded homotopy 
equivalences. This implies that there is a bounded homotopy equivalence relative 
to the subspace 2 
YU,Y,AY’U,Y, 
(not in general 51 morphism in !&Z; p)). Hence one obtains a bounded map f 
inducing an isomorphism on h,: as the composite 
YwYUzY,A Y’u, Y, * Y’ . 
By the Whitehead theorem, f has to be a bounded homotopy equivalence, but it is 
not yet a morphism m !I&Z; p). On the other hand, from the construction off it 
follows that there must be a bounded homotopy r’<f - Y. By a mapping cylinder 
argument as before, this implies that there is a chain of two bounded homotopy 
equivalences relating Y and Y’, each being a morphism in !Ji(Z; p). Cl 
We have to verify now that the above hypothesis is also satisfied in the case of 
finitely dominated objects. Actually it is only satisfied up to suspension which is 
no loss of generality since we have to pass to the limit with respect to suspension 
anyway. More precisely we have the following: 
Lemma 3.9. Let Y,pl, Y be objects of !)I,,( 2. .n) and let Y,,, + Y be (homologically) 
m-connected. Then these is a factorization 
with Yi U vi _ , Z (i + 1)-spherical, Y,, ’ + Y’ a bounded homotopv equivalence. and . 
Y,il = 2 Y,,, , Y’ = z Y. 
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Proof. Choose finite controlled spaces W,,, resp. W dominating Y,,, resp. Y. We 
obtain a diagram commutative up to bounded homotopy 
where g,,, is defined as the composite sf,,d,,,. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that f,,, and g,,, are inclusions. By attaching cells to W,,, as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.7 we may assume that d,,, and d are at least (m + 1)-connected, and 
consequently g,,, is m-connected. We now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.7: 
The module h ,,, + ,( W,,, , W) is the first nonvanishing homology module and it is 
boundedly finitely generated. By the controlled Hurewicz theorem we may 
identify it with the controlled homotopy group 7;~:,+, ( W,,, W) and we can 
therefore attach finitely many controlled cells to W,,, to kill this group. Since 
h,,, + l (Y,,, , Y) is contained in h,,, + l ( W,, , W> as a retract, attaching the same cells to 
Y,,, will kill h,,,, , ( Y,,, Y). Hence we obtain a space Y,,,+ ,, and a factorization 
YJ?, - Y,n f 1 + Y, where the latter map is (m + 1)-connected. Using the finite 
dimensionality of Y,,, and Y, we may iterate this process until we have reached a 
stage where there is just one homology group left, say h,,( Y,, _ 1, Y). This must 
then be a finitely generated projective n(;<)-module since it is a retract of 
h,,( W,,_ 1, W) which is stably free as in the proof of Lemma 3.7. Hence the 
(homotopy) cofibre of the map Y,,_, 4 Y is in 9&(Z; p). Let Y’ denote this 
cofibre, and let further Y” denote the cofibre of the canonical map Y’+ z Y1,_, .
Then the canonical map Y”* .EY must be a bounded homotopy equivalence. 
Eence we obtain the desired factorization 2 Y,,, + C Y,,,+ I 3 . . a =-+ Y”+ C Y. Cl 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete. 0 
The description of controlled K-theory via spherical objects makes it possible to 
give yet another description which does not use the cofibration structure of 
!li(Z; p) but only the direct sums in that category. The general result required 
here is Theorem 1.8.1 of [13]. It gives a criterion for when the S.-construction of 
K-theory may be traded for the ‘direct sum construction’ which associates to a 
category with sum ti the simplicial category N.6 which in degree n consists of 
n-tuples of objects of E together with compatible choices of sum diagrams. The 
criterion says that such a trade is permitted if all cofibrations are splittable up to 
weak equivalence. Now this condition is certainly not satisfied in the category 
!)i(Z; p) itself. But if one restricts to the subcategories of spherical objects it is 
indeed true: 
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Lemma 3.10. Let Y’ )--, Y denote a cofibration in !N y,,( Z; p). Then there euists 
another object Y” of :&(z;p) and a bounded homotopy equivalence 
Y’U, y,r-+ Y. 
Vroof. Let ylll= Y lJ,# Z. By definition of the cofibrations in !)2yJZ; p) Y”’ is also 
ill that category. Let P =.= /z,,(Y). Q = !I,,( Y”‘). The quotient map Y-+ Y”’ gives an 
epimorphism P+ Q of projective rr(;{)-modules. Choose a splitting Q + P. BJ 
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7 this map may be realized by a map Y”+ Y in !Ji&(Z; p) with 
a suitable object Y”. Hence we obtain a map Y’ U, I-“‘+ Y which induces an 
isomorphism on h,,. Since all objects are in !)iyJZ; p) this map is an isomorphism 
on h, and hence a bounded homotopy equivalence. Cl 
Ihis lemma together with Theorem 1.8.1 of [ 131 yields the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.11. The canonical map 
I& bN.!l&(Z; p)4& bS.:&(Z; p) 
I1 t1 
is a weak homotopy equivalence. II 
Remark 3.12. Theorem 3.11 r?ay be applied to give a description of controlled 
K-theory using the plus-consi:uction as in [13]. We do not give any details though. 
4. The linearization map and a nonconnective delooping of A(X) 
In this section we describe the linearization map from boundedly controlled 
algebraic K-theory to is linear counterparts. More specifically. we are going to 
compare A(Z; p) with the K-theory of rings parametrized by a metric space as 
developed by Pedersen and Weibel in [8. 91. and by Anderson and Munkholm in 
PI . 
We remind the reader of this theory. 
Let B denote a proper metric space, and let R be a ring. Recall from [9] the 
definition of the category E,(R) of finitely generated free R-modules paramet- 
rized by the metric space B. By definition the objects are locally finite families of 
R-modules indexed by points of B. There is a notion of bo,rnded isomorphism in 
that category. The K-theory defined in [8, 91 is manufactured from the category of 
bounded isomorphisms by one of the usual machines which generate (Quillen) 
K-theory from an exact category. The exact structure of the category CR(R) is bv 
definition the semisimple exact structure which means that ah exact sequences are 
supposed to @it. In other words one only uses the direct sum in that category. 
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Actually, Pedersen and Weibel do not use the category C,(R) itself but its 
idempotent completion &(I?)^ to define K-theory. This is important if one wants 
to obtain a nonconnective spectrum which also gives the negative K-groups. We 
shall denote the K-theory of this category by K(R; B). 
Another version of linear controlled K-theory is contained in [l]. Let (Z; p) 
denote a controlled space. Let (^i.+) ( resp. ?&;J denote the category of 
boundedly finitely generated free (resp. projective) 7r( $)-modules. These are 
additive categories and hence we can take their Quillen K-theory (with respect to 
the exact structure given by direct sum). Let us denote by K(n( ;{)) the K-theory 
We need a uniformity condition on the fundamental groupoid rr( $). Let us call 
rr( ;j) 1ocaZZy constant, if the projection map 7r( ;{)+ r(Z) x 23 is a strong 
eventual equivalence of categories.’ The following lemma is essentially a quota- 
tion from [ 1, Theorems VII. 1.6 and VII. 1.71. 
Lemma 4.1. (a) Let Z be path-connected. Then there are additive functors 
2 a(;()'%(mzl) md K(;()+ ~,(~[~,Z]) 
(b) If in addition r(;j) is locally constant, these functors 
categories. 
Proof. (a) Let rr = r,(Z, z,,) be the fundamental group of Z considered as a 
are equivalences of 
category with the unique object z,,. Then 9 x 7~ is a category with endomorphism 
(cf. Example 2.3 above). One verifies easily that there is an equivalence of 
categories 
Indeed, if { M,}.rEB is an object of CB(il[T]), then we can define a % x =-module 
4 bv setting 
A(K) = cl3 M., . 
.vE R 
Ju is clearly boundedly finitely generated free. There are canonical functors 
given by (K, 2)~ (z, K) and (z,,, K) ++(z(,, K), respective!y. Hence we obtain 
’ This condition can also be found i!- the book [ 11. The condition that ‘T,(Z) is uniformly locally 
presented’ for i = 0,1 may easily be seen to be equivalent to a( ;‘,) being locally constant. 
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induced additive functors of module categories 
cp! : 7T(;:)-Iltob-+ T(Z) x S11tob , k-+(Z) x *)c3TcTr,JH 
and 
Since the tensor product is compatible with boundedly finitely generated free 
modules as one easily checks, qp! and Jr! restrict to functors on the subcategories of 
boundedly finitely generated free modules. If Z is path-connected, then + is an 
equivalence of categories, and hence so is $,. The first map of the lemma may 
then be obtained as the composite (T- ‘$1’ q! (where c? and (li_ ’ denote 
quasi-inverses of these functors). Observe that ‘& ;‘,) is in fact equivalent to the 
idempotent completion of $,( ;:). Since all of the above constructions are natural, 
we may apply idempotent compZetion to each term. The second map of the lemma 
is then obtained as the idempotent completion of the first one. 
(b) If 7~( ;+ n(Z) x $3 is a strong eventual equivalence, then the induced 
functor qp! is an equivalence of categories (cf. Section 2 above). This is also true 
for the restriction of qp! to the subcategory of boundedly finitely generated free 
modules. This implies the assertion of the lemma. Cl 
We can now state the following: 
Theorem 4.2. (a) There is a natural transformation (the linearization map) 
A : A(Z; p)-+ K(r(;:)) , 
which is natural with respect to bounded maps of controlled spaces. It induces an 
isomorphism on q,. 
(b) If Z is path-connected, we also have a natural transformation 
h’ : A(Z; p)-+ K(R; B) , 
where R = i2[qZ]. 
Proof. To construct the map A of the theorem we apply the results of Section 3. 
For every n define an additive functor 
by letting (Y, r, s) - h,,(Y). Applying the N.-construction and passing to the limit 
with respect to n on the !eft-hand side gives another functot 
Taking the loops of ;ihe geometric realization of (Y gives the map A. This is true for 
the left-hand side by Theorems 3.1 and 3.11 and for the right-hand side by the 
equivalence of the N.-construction with Quillen’s Q-construction for exact 
categories in which all exact sequences are split, cf., e.g., [12, Corollary 9.3.21. 
By definition 
r&Z; p) = v,@ N.b!&(Z; p)) =lir~ 7r,(N.b!J&(Z; p)) . 
II II 
Now the group r,(N.b!)ii.>(Z; p) may be described directly. It is generated by 
equivalence classes [Y, r. s] of objects of !ji11,(Z; p), where the equivalence 
relation is generated by the bounded homotopy equivalences. The relations ale 
generated by [Y U, Y’] - [Y] - [Y’]. The group rr,,(K( n( ;{))) is generated by 
isomorphism classes [P] of finitely generated projective n(;{)-models, and rela- 
tions given by [P@ Q] - [P] - [Q]. f or each pair of finitely generated projective 
n( ;j)-modules. Hence it will suffice to show that every finitely generated projec- 
tive n(;<)-module arises as the homology module of an object of !&(Z; p) and 
further that [h,,(Y)] = [/I,,( Y’)] im pl ies that [Y] = [Y’]. Both assertions follow 
from Lemma 3.6. This proves part (a) of the theorem. 
As to part (b) of the theorem we apply Lemma 4.1 to obtain an additive 
functor 
is0 $ X(;iI-+isotiR(+,Z])* 
and hence a map of simplicial categories 
p : N.iso $8 n(;o* Niso Ci,(Z[n,Z]) A . 
The term on the right is (up to geometric realization and taking the loop space) 
just K(Z[n,Z]; B). H ence the natural transformation h’ is obtained by composing 
LY and 6 and taking the loops of the geometr: z realization. Cl 
Recall from [ 1 l] that under certain circumstances A(Z; p) may be determined. 
More precisely, consider controlled spaces of the foilowing kind. Let P be a 
compact subpolyhedron of Euclidean space, and let o(P) denote the open cone on 
P with the induced metric, cf. [2, 91. Let X be any (connected) space. Let 
Z=Xxo(P),andletp:Z + o(P) be the projection map. In [ 1 l] we proved that 
the functor 
P- A(& p) 
is a generalized reduced homology theory. In particular, evaluating the homology 
theory on spheres gives a spectrum [n] * A(X x o(.S”-I); pr). In [11] it was 
shown that the connective cover of this spectrum is the usual spectrum for A(X). 
We left open the question, if the spectrum is in fact nonconnective. This is 
answered affirmatively by the following corollary. In particular. A(X; R) is 
actually a (possibly) nonconnective delooping of A(X). 
Corollary 4.3. For i I n we have an isomorphism 
ri(A(X x R’*; pr)) x Ki_,,(Z[r,X]) . 
In particular, the spectrum [n] - A(X; R” ) is a nonconnective spectrum for A(X). 
Proof. Observe that R” = o(S”-‘). Since A(X x o(P); pr) is a homology theory 
when considered as a functor of P, we have that 
ri(A(X X R”; pr)) = 7Ci_I(A(X X R”-‘; pr)) . 
Hence it will suffice to check the assertion for i = 0. One may verify easily that the 
fundamental groupoid of X x o(P) is indeed locally constant. Hence Theorem 
4.2(a) together with Lemma 4.1(b) yields that q,(A(X x !R”-i; pr)) is isomorphic 
to K,,( Z[ r, X]; R”-’ ). This group has been identified by Pedersen to be 
Ki_,,(E[ Al Xl), cf. [5]. This implies that the spectrum in question is actually a 
nonconnective spectrum. (This depends on the fundamental group of X of 
course.) Cl 
To conclude this section let us briefly sketch a direct description of the 
linearization map, which does not explicitly use spherical objects. The price we 
have to pdy is that the range of the linearization functor is not the category of 
n(;<)-modules but the category of n(;{)-chain complexes. This makes no differ- 
ence for K-theory as is well known in the case of ordinary K-theory, and it is 
certainly easy to believe in the present boundedly controlled setting. 
The idea is easy enough: Let (Y, r, s) be a controlled space over p : Z+ B. We 
may associate to it the ?&space ?? : ??+ Sop given by 
K-(YK, r,.s), YK = (pr)+) , 
the latter being an object of the category !)j(Z,,.). Let 2, denote the universal 
cover of Z,, and let YK be the induced covering of Y,. Let C( Y,. 2,) be the 
singular chain complex of the pair (Y,, 2,). It is a complex of a[ 7r-, (Z,. z)]- 
modules, where z E Z,,. is a chosen basepoint. Then 
[K, Z)+-+ C(Yk, z,, 
may be interprtted as a chain complex over r(;<). 
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A more precise description runs as follows: 
For any topological space X let Cjj(X) denote B e following topologicrll 
category: The space of objects is X itself, and the spa f morphismi is given by 
the space of measured paths in X. There is a canonic unctor 
W(X)-, 7r(X) , 
given by the identity map on X, and by the connecte component map on the 
space of morphisms. The automorphisms of the object .Y E X are given by the 
space of measxed loops in X which are based at Y. 
We return to the controlled situation. Let (Z; p) be a controlled space. O($) 
denotes the following category: 
= {w : (K, z)+(L, y) 1 KC L, w a path in L from z to y} . 
There is a forgetful functor 
which makes N(;-j) a cofibred category over $3 with fibre over K E Ob(+%) given 
by the topological category &(Z,) defined before. A rt is true that the 
transition functors are continuous. Again we have a con ted component map 
Given a controlled space (Y, Y, S) we may associate to it the following 
N( ,3)-space 
Ju :(Kz)-Y~Q, zl, xz, (2) lP(Z,, z) , 
where as before P(Z,, z) denotes the (contractib!e) space of all paths in Z, 
ending in z. Up to homotopy, the space &(K, z) may just be described as the 
homotopy jibre of the map Y,+ Z, at the point z: 
JH( K. z) = ho!m( YK * Z, c- 2) . 
Let Z[,/ll( K, z)] denote the free topological z-module generated by the points of 
JZZ( K, z), and let z[&( K, z)] denote its reduction modulo z[*]. Then 
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defines a topological M(;‘,)-module. and we may further linearize it to obtain the 
tLlpoiogical n( I’,)-module 
(K, Z,HQ=&K. z)]@,,,,;4, 7r(I:). 
(As before. we use the tensor product sign to denote the Kan extension.) It may 
be described as 
(K, z)t+&(K. z)@(K, z)]. 
Taking the singular complex of the underlying space finally gives a functor 
A : !)I( Z; p) + (n( ;{)-c!:ain-complexes) . 
This functor induces the linearization map. One has to check several things. First 
of all we need to know that A takes values in the category of boundedly finitely 
generated projective chain complexes over +;$) when applied to objects of 
!X r( Z; p). Furthermore. the category of such 7r( $)-chain complexes can be 
regarded as a category with cofibrations and weak equivalences in such a way that 
the functor h is exact. Also a description of the K-theory of r( ;j) can be given in 
terms of the S.-construction on that category. On the other hand. it is not difficult 
to check that the functor A gives tne ‘correct’ result when applied to an 
n-spherical object. 
Of course, a description of the functor A could have been given more directly. 
But we wanted to sketch the possibility of introducing as an intermediate step the 
controlled K-theory of controlled topological morlules over the topological cate- 
gorv M( ;I). This should be regarded as a control’ Id analogue of the K-theory of _ 
sL@icial rings. 
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